2 Let s be a super harmonic function on a hyperbolic Riemann surface R and e be a compact subset of R such that R -e is connected. Denote by Φ(s, e) the class of superharmonic functions v on R such that v^s on e except for a polar set. Consider the function (s, e)(p) = mΐ veφ{s>e) v(p) on R. Then (s, e) has following properties (see [1] Proof. We only have to show that 0 G 3 0 AS . Let F be of finite genus not belonging to 0 G and S be a compact surface such that FczS. In order to show that F $ 0 AS , we may assume that K -F c -S -F is totally disconnected. Hence we can decompose K into two compact sets E and e such that E and e have positive capacity. Set R = E c = S -E and choose a point x ee which is a regular boundary point for R -e. Let 
Then it is easily seen that {h n } is increasing and h n e HB{R -e) (the class of bounded harmonic functions on R -e). Here and hereafter, the lemma in no. 2 will be used repeatedly without referring to it. Let y be an arbitrarily fixed point in R-~ e. Again, we set u n = (G s ( , y), e n )(neN) and u = (6r Λ ( , y), e). Then, since {u n } is increasing and u n <; u, the limit function U of {w Λ } exists, is superharmonic on R, and U <ί u. On the other hand, since n n <; U^G B (-, y) and w n = G Λ ( , 3/) on e % except for a polar set for every neN, U = G Λ ( , 2/) on e except for a polar set by the fact that the union of countably many polar sets is also polar, and a fortiori U^u, which implies that U = u. Observe that
Here the regularity of x is used in the last equality. Consequently we see that the increasing sequence {h n } with h n e HB(R -e) converges to G Λ ( , x), i.e., G Λ ( , a?) is quasi-bounded on R -e. Consider a meromorphic function f on S with a single pole of order A; at a?. Then log + |/| <£ ΛG Λ ( , x) + C for a sufficiently large constant C. Therefore f eAS(R -e) = AS(F), i.e., F$O AS . This completes the proof.
